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Abstract 
Gravity is not a fundamental force; in a nut-shell, it is the result of a non- 
commutative interaction of the “electric” (i.e. Coulomb type) due to fraction-
al charges of the proton and neutron in ( )2U -gauge theory, but which have 

no structure in ( )1U -gauge theory, being neutral in itself (neutron), or when 

compensated by the electronic cloud (proton). This is no longer true at the 
( )2SU  Electroweak Theory level, once spherical 3D-symmetry is broken to 

a finite Platonic group of symmetry within it ( )2SUΓ → . The fine splitting 

of energy levels due to the quark structure (frame basis in ( )2SU ) of the 

electric charge can be experimentally controlled using a MASER to invert the 
population and orient the nuclei the right way to reduce and turn off Gravity. 
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1. Point, String…Sphere! 

Point-wise Physics, even quantized, cannot rival String Theory, with its break-
through idea: “blow-up the point into a string!” Physics then evolved naturally 
to the next “blow-up” when Feynman started to talk about Quantum Mechanics 
as Quantum Computing: the Block sphere models the 3D frame and Einstein’s 
local time is related to the quantum phase, as Feynman also said: “each particle 
carries a clock… ( )exp i tω ” (something to this effect). 

…and then a Poincare-Montonen-Olive duality does the rest! Points are dual 
to spheres (Gauss Charges and EM via relativity) and strings couple with strings 
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(Gauss Link and Abrikosov’s fluxons). 
But Gravity cannot emerge yet, unless we quantize a 3-rd time: from a conti-

nuous quantum phase/qubit ( ( )1U  embedded in ( )2SU ), to a finite phase Z/n 
within the finite qubit (Platonic solids and excitations). 

2. On 20th Ctry Physics 
2.1. Some Historic Origins 

Tracing its history, Newton’s Gravity is the unique “free-flow” model (harmonic, 
Laplace/Poison, underlying its conformal character) in his general Diff.-Eq. 
framework of Mechanics, again unique in view of the Hamiltonian version 
(Poisson, rather than symplectic; again unique in view of the QM/QC ultimate 
formalism based on Hopf fibration/qubits). 

Einstein’s General Relativity is a similar general framework for classical phys-
ics, based on Differential Geometry, rather than Euclidean model. In fact, New-
ton’s Mechanics models curved motion in flat space, while Einstein’s, models 
“flat motion” (geodesics) in curved space-time (relativistic: “pre-quantum era”); 
see [1] p.4, etc. It should be stressed that GR is not a model of Gravity like New-
ton’s, but rather a general framework: there is no prescription for the energy- 
momentum tensor that would correspond to the constitutive part of the model; 
it accommodates Gravity nicely though, incorporating Mach’s principles, as ex-
plained below. 

2.2. From Classical to Quantum 

The evolution from General Relativity and QFT to Standard Model, GUTs and 
TOEs will be briefly mentioned. 

In brief: 
1) General Relativity is a framework for dynamics, in the spirit of Mach’s phi-

losophy, introducing for the first time in classical theory the idea of deforma-
tions, via (symbolically):  

1 , Ric_Curvature Standard_Metric Matter_Tensor.
2ij ij ijR Rg Tχ= + = + “ ”  

It can be explained how perturbing the Green function in QFT, is dual to per-
turbing the metric, via the principal symbol of the corresponding Laplacian… 

Hence QFT in fact largely extends General Relativity at a conceptual level, us-
ing a modern mathematical framework, interaction oriented (via propagators), 
rather then Differential Geometric oriented framework (metric); not to mention 
the advance through the introduction of the concept of Network via Feynman 
Diagrams, and later on Quark Diagrams in SM. 

Weyl’s further Differential Framework of Gauge Theory sets Noether’s use of 
symmetries at the core of the theory, again “upgrading” the classical Einstein- 
Grossman approach. 

Classical QFT a la Weinberg (Pointwise Quantum Mechanics) still makes use 
of Space-Time, but Feynman’s diagrams approach is similar in vein to Einsete-
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nin’s emphasis on matter vs. space-time as a coordinate-like receptacle of the 
Dynamics. 

Feynman’s interpretation of Quantum Mechanics as Quantum Computing set 
the dawn of the modern paradigm based on Information: Classical and Quan-
tum. 

2) Kaluza-Klein Theory and similar UFTs, are still classical theories. These 
theories cannot capture the essence of reality: discreetness via quantization of 
matter, action or information. 

In the author’s opinion, Gravity is a direct byproduct of this latter discreetness 
(finite gauge groups), combined with the ensuing anisotropy of the building 
blocks: proton/neutron. This leads directly to the quantization of angular mo-
mentum, as a consequence, rather then a postulate via Quantum Mechanics 
framework. 

3) GUTs and TOEs focus on mathematical aspects, rather than physics foun-
dations. Nevertheless they correctly “guess” the importance of the exceptional 
Lie groups 6 7 8, ,E E E : these are the dynamical counterparts of the binary 
3D-point groups (Platonic symmetries), which are the corresponding Weyl 
groups for the corresponding root systems [2]. 

4) The breakthrough: “Quantize everything”, not just action, but also the qu-
bit space, i.e. ( )2SU . This includes quantizing the quantum space and more 
notably, RESULTS in the quantization of angular momentum! As a consequence, 
the directions of interactions between systems, i.e. the connection will take dis-
crete values: the emergent Space-Time itself, becomes quantized at the level of 
symplectic/Hamiltonian formulation (L.I.: use [3] to “bind” ( )2SU  and ( )3SU  
as it’s in the Hopf bundle formalism, as the symmetries of the “qubit”). 

Quantum Physics’s traditional approach is via quantization as a technique 
starting from Classical Physics aiming towards a Quantum Theory: Dirac’s pre-
scription, Heisenberg’s CCR, deformation quantization, perturbation theory, etc. 

What was needed, is a Quantum Theory “designed from scratch” (basic 
axioms), not as an “upgrade” of a classical framework via, say Dirac’s prescrip-
tion or some other perturbation approach. 

Such a theory is Quantum Computing as the foundation for Classical- 
Quantum Logic, together with Quantum Information Dynamics, including the 
Qubit Model. The idea behind the qubit with its two basic states dates from an-
cient Tao (Yin-Yang duality), and is present in some modern theories advocat-
ing two basic constituents (T/N). 

The later (QC) corresponds and “corrects” the Quark Model of the Standard 
Model [4]. Quarks constitute a frame in qubit space (C2 is iso to quaternionic 
space H or 2 2 3 1+ = + ), and are not free particles, hence there is no “strong 
force” (except as a Theory). 

The weak decays can be modeled as transitions via a recoupling theory, so 
there is no “weak force” either. But the Electroweak Theory is remarkably suc-
cessful in explaining the experimental data… 

5) Why the Electroweak Theory “missed Gravity”? Just because physicists use 
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the excuse that Gravity is “too weak to account for measurable effects in Ele-
mentary Particle Physics”…But conceptually, it is crucial, because…it just does 
exist! 

An analysis of Electroweak Theory reveals that the “independent” gauge 
groups ( ) ( )1 , 2U SU  and ( )3SU  can be easily unified by recognizing the 
symmetries of the Hopf fibration, the central concept of Qubit Model (To be 
explained—if needed). Then the consequence of finiteness of the gauge group 

( )2SUΓ →  leads to anisotropy of interactions and a departure from the usual 
Coulomb type of interaction (Green function), via the structure of charge in ba-
ryons (fractional charges are just eigenvalues of operators involved in Gell-Mann 
Nishijima formula: Lie generators of the groups from the Hopf fibration). 

3. VI Request Project Contributions 

VI theoretical, umbrella contribution, comes from a modern viewpoint based on 
the Quantum Information new paradigm [5] and a holistic viewpoint of the re-
ality modeled by Quantum Physics [6] [7]. 

3.1. Unifying Carriers and Sources: The Network Approach 

The later includes a unification of fermions and bosons, not via supersymmetry 
of particle or strings physics, but rather as a natural approach via categorifica-
tion: particles as objects (e.g. baryons as qubits and atoms as quantum registers) 
and morphisms as channels of communication of quantum information, a mod-
ern model of the traditional interactions. This is closely related to Feynman dia-
grams in QFT, Riemann surfaces in String Theory and the so-called quark lines 
diagrams in The Standard Model. 

The particle-wave duality acquires a natural interpretation in the context of 
the Network Model approach to interactions. 

3.2. Pointwise Electrodynamics Is Not Enough 

The role of high electric potentials is certainly intriguing. Positive effects when 
comes to non-conventional methods of propulsion were achieved for instance in 
Townsend Brown’s experiments; they involve rotation, hence associated mag-
netic effects which represent a form of “curvature”. 

The Kaluza-Klein approach to modeling Gravity1 has no “constitutive force” 
component, i.e. no justification of why would Gravity emerge or be present in 
the first place. Like Einstein’s Theory, it does not explain Gravity; it just models 
what we already know about it, usually “author dependent”. 

The negative result for static configurations is expected, as reported by the 
HRI experiments. 

Remark 3.1 The presence of coherent states in supraconductivity experiments 
is expected to allow for unusual effects as in Podkletnov’s experiments. never-
theless there is a need for an active pumping of lowest energy states into a fine 

 

 

1The use of a 5D-Space-Time is from a modern perspective obsolete; the fiber bundle approach with 
U(1) fiber is much more versatile. 
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splitting states that do not exhibit gravitational pull; and these were not unders-
tood enough to be achieved in combination with superconductive states.  

3.3. From an Effective Theory of Gravity to Foundations 

1) VI research sets a modern foundation for F. Alzofon’s theory on Gravity 
modification, which is currently based on a generic thermodynamic formalism 
and an analogy with adiabatic cooling (TBA). 

At a practical, experimental level, VI approach is based on a mechanism of 
inversion of population of coherent states, characteristic of masers: 
• Using coherent states (resonant cavities, LASERS, etc.); 
• Using sources of microwaves (a.k.a. torsion waves as generated by trans-

ponders, e.g. at the exit of stores). 
From a theoretical viewpoint, these states and their energy levels are modeled 

in terms of finite groups of symmetry (“vertical gauge groups”/crystallographic 
groups), approach which leads to Platonic groups of symmetry and exceptional 
Lie algebras for the corresponding dynamics [2]. 

Further other directions of investigation will be proposed elsewhere… (see 
[8]). 

2) VI proposes an experimental test of Gravitational Induction, corresponding 
to rotating masses, and analog of the magnetic field in EM (details later on). 

This is the result of relativistic formulation of Newtonian theory of Gravity to 
be implemented in the implementation phase of the collaboration as follows. 
The conceptual foundations of Newton’s Theory of Gravity, consisting of the 
general DE framework 2,G Gma F F kmm r′= = , based on Galilei transforma-
tions can be implemented in the relativistic framework, by using Lorentz trans-
formations, yielding a Lorentz force type of equation; this will yield the gravita-
tional analog of magnetic field [9] [10]. 

Besides the scientific interest itself, it is needed to understand the coupling 
between EM and Gravity (rotating masses), as exhibited by John Searl Generator 
experiments. 

4. How to Control Gravity and Inertial Mass 
4.1. What Are the Three “Generations” 

The main system of interest when comes to Gravity, is the nucleus, traditionally 
modeled as made of neutrons and protons, although these form rather a com-
plex network. 

As basic, individual constituents, the “free” neutron, not correlated to a sys-
tem, should be modeled as the Hopf bundle ( ) 22SU S→  (continuous, unde-
termined orientation); also the negative and positive fractional charges are not 
yet expressed via a break of symmetry. 

The proton-electron system, on the other hand, corresponds to the extension 
( ) ( )1 2U SU→ ; plus brack of symmetry due to finite groups. 
When measured (e.g. in a magnetic field), such individual quantum systems 
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(neutron/proton) acquire a basis of vectors corresponding to quarks. 
In brief, the Platonic finite configurations define the type of constituent 

quarks. 
1) The tetrahedron T4 corresponds to u and d, self-dual if it would not be for 

the n p→  break of symmetry aluded to above; 
2) Cube and its dual Octahedron, correspond to c and s ;  
3) Icosahedron and Dodecahedron configurations correspond to what we call 

top and bottom quarks, as constituents of a baryon. 
Therefore there are “3-types” of “flavors” (not 6), band in duality, not pairs 

organized as “generations” (quark mass, static or dynamic, and theory depen-
dent defined, are significantly different). 

The “mixed” combinations, e.g. usb, in Gell-Mann’s ( )3SU -theory, should 
have models in the finite groups reps theory (like modes of orbitals in electron’s 
theory). 

4.2. Consequences: Gravity Control 

We are primarily concerned with the basic states n udd=  and p uud= , as 
modeled in the ( )3SU -theory. 

Now both are tetrahedral with distinct charge distribution; the “bound” neu-
tron is in first approximation neutral −−+, while the proton −++, where the + is 
twice the opposite of −. Both fractional charges are eigenvalues of a “tensorial 
Coulomb Law” (non-commutative; Gaussian link integrals etc.). 

Both n and p e−+  are not antipodal symmetric, hence there is ultra-fine split 
of energy levels in this NC-Coulomb Law that accounts for a preferred orienta-
tion exhibiting a tinny attraction we call Gravity. 

4.2.1. Alzofon’s Effective Theory 
The thermal chaotic motion yields a distribution of states which invites to an 
entropic approach to Gravity; the relation to Blackhole thermodynamics laws 
and Verlinde’s Entropic Gravity should be investigated. 

But this thermodynamic model of Gravity was clearly described by Frederick 
Alzofon in the 60s-80s [11] [12]. The quark structure of fractional electric 
charges and anisotropy due to Platonic symmetry sets its foundations in an 
“extension” of the Standard Model (“3-rd quantization”: that of the gauge 
group/qubit and quantum phase). 

4.2.2. Dynamic Nuclear Orientation and Microwave Pumping 
Recall that in the finite gauge SM Gravity is always attractive due to the natural 
orientation of nucleon pairs in the lower energy state of a pair. 

A dynamical orientation of the nucleon’s spin [13] [14] [15], via orbit-spin 
interaction can be achieved with a mechanism similar to that of a MASER, 
pumping energy and inverting the population of such states, in the context of an 
adequate resonant cavity setup [16]. 

In the author’s opinion, Alzofon’s experiment lacked the resonant cavity as-
pects, which acts as a filter of such inversions. 
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The role of the so-called structural cavity effect (SCE) is not understood at this 
point; it may be of conceptual (and practical) interest in the above DNO process. 

4.3. Controlling Inertial Mass 

The Higgs mechanism has further applications, allowing to “juggle” with inertial 
mass. 

In the Hamiltonian formulation, adequate for Dirac’s quantization, p and q 
are symmetrical. Fixing a Lagrange subspace, i.e. defining a genuine configura-
tion space leads to an isomorphism with the cotangent bundle, and via Legendre 
transform to the Lagrangian Theory on the tangent bundle. Now mass is func-
tional (see Wiki: tautological form). 

So in principle, it does not have to be invariant…In what precise way it can be 
manipulated, remains to be investigated. 

5. Conclusions 

Gravity is a residual force, with a potential that may be modeled as thermal in 
origin (Alzofon, Verlinde’s entropic Gravity, etc.), due to a chaotic nuclear orien-
tation and anisotropy (L.I.). 

This is at the “electric” (force capable of work) level; at the “magnetic level” 
(vector potential), it is capable of an induction effect, a “relativistic correction”, 
yet experimentally significant, and demonstrable in the Lab. 

Further questions need to be addressed. 

5.1. Mass and Quantum Levels 

Mass is an analog of impedance, with a “loss of heat” due to the “resistance” 
analog in an electronic circuit (except for being an ( )2SU  analog). Impedance 
in two-body interaction channels can be controlled; hence Gravity can. How this 
fits in the Higgs model remains to be seen. 

The mass quantum levels and proper decay times fit on α-power scale [17] 
[18], which should be derived from the above mass model. How this extends the 
SM, Gell-Man-Nishijima and Okubo formulas, etc. remains to be seen. 

5.2. Fine Structure Constant 

This remains to be related to the only really fundamental mathematical structure 
that lies at the root of all (String models, Platonic models, etc.): the POSet of 
Prime numbers as the shadow of the Abelian category of Z-modules and their 
symmetries, together captured as the primary finite fields Fp and their deforma-
tion theory (p-adic analysis). See Michael Atiyah’s recent “hints”; also [17]. 

Pauli’s dream and Feynman’s legacy will finally join into a unified picture of 
“Physics”: It’s just Math! This will justify Feynman’s joke, Einstein’s claim about 
how God thinks, etc., and finally reveal the Nature of “Nature”. 

Thus presently “we” are technically ready to unify “fundamental” interactions 
and ready to control Gravity at an engineering level…but are “we” in position to 
handle the consequences!? 
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